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Clickbait headlines are not beneath me as I attempt to entice gold bugs to read that I
capitulated last week after a near 10-year hiatus and dipped my toe into never old gold. And
perhaps encourage them to repay the favor and follow 3 erstwhile lithium bears/gold bulls who
have come to appreciate Goldilocks. Plain vaniLLa lithium porridge -- neither too hot (Western
Australia) nor too cold (Quebec), but just right (North Carolina) – and on NASDAQ.
I encourage you to click this thorough Piedmont Lithium note from gold bull Chris Temple of
National Investor who followed gold bull Brien Lundin of The Gold Letter & New Orleans
Investment Conference, and gold bulls Brent Cook and Joe Mazumdar at Exploration
Insights/Metals Investor Forum all who joined early adopters Jeb Handwerger, Peter Epstein &
Sean Brodrick in appreciating after 4 years of zero SQM production growth that there’s no such
thing as a Saudi Aramco of lithium. I’ve observed that a number of the themes that animate
American gold speculators (and influence Presidential Elections) are evident in thinking about
geopolitical super-power rivalry and supply chain disruption in the context of COVID-19.
In the first ten of my 20 years advising and investing in junior resource companies, I had great
success with two medium-sized, modest head-grade, vanilla gold projects that advanced from
early exploration through feasibility, financing and buy-out. Jinshan Gold Mines – in inner
Mongolia, China – bought by China Gold International, and Capital Gold – in Sonora Mexico –
bought by Gammon/Aurico. I also helped Sino Gold/Eldorado rock star Jake Klein (no relation)
in the early Conquest/Catalpa days who has repeated a successful mid-tier Australian gold
Evolution. EVN may be soon appear alongside the small GDX and GDXJ I initiated in these
Strange Days last week. My firm, RK Equity, advised hedge fund Luxor Capital on its 2012 takeover of Crocodile Gold later sold to Newmarket Gold. Amongst these wins were battle scars
(eg, Medusa, Beadell, Ivanhoe/Oyu Tolgoi) from which I’ve learned many lessons – project
execution risk, emerging market sovereign risk, big strategics who take 51% project control.
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Much as I look for half full glasses while sheltering in epicenter Queens of the epicenter NYC, I
am sometimes influenced by my beautiful Hungarian wife, conditioned by her first 20 years
behind the Iron Curtain, to hear When the Music’s Over. Will we get to experience the
irreplaceable peace and love this July/August of our 11- and 15-year-old boys in summer
sleepaway camp? Or will we channel the dark-minded counselor from my own 5th grade
summer who opened for me The Doors?
The End

In the wake of massive monetary and fiscal stimulus in the US ($2,000,000,000,000), and
globally, the first three of the 10 reasons for owning gold have greater resonance (h/t Frank
Holmes, US Global)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Skyrocketing Government Debt
Negative Real Rates
Inflation Hedge
Geopolitical Uncertainty
A History of Holding Its Value
Weakness of the U.S. Dollar
Deflation Protection
Supply Constraints
Increasing Demand - Central Bank Buying China/India Jewelry
Portfolio Diversification

This view was reinforced in a great podcast with Silicon Valley billionaire Chamath Palihapitiya
(h/t @VivasVK7 @Benchmarkmin) who has no gold ax to grind but nevertheless suggests gold,
bitcoin and the US dollar are all “better bid”. I believe there are more people who will begin to
believe the arguments that gold will go higher than those that will believe the opposite.
Demand > supply should support gold prices and gold stock inflows. I believe gold’s initial selloff
in recent crisis mirrored 2008 and could be followed by a similar big rally.
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I further believe that a sustained #gold #rally could lead to a broader rally in other mined
#commodities and commodity equity inflows which should help #lithium.
--My Wild Love
In 2009 I followed Jinshan Gold’s CEO Jay Chmelauskas in search of greener Lithium-ion
rEVolution pastures in gray Western Lithium Nevada clay. I stopped chasing Gold bullion
entirely in 2012, and after 3 subsequent commodity wilderness years, the Lithium-ion Bull,
yours truly, was born in the wake of Jay’s genius timing to merge with Lithium Americas.
Vamos Argentina: Success!
Almost Famous: Lithium 2.0 Battle Scars

Five to One

Western Lithium Americas – 11-year Chart
It’s quite amazing that 4 years later MineraExar/Cauchari is the only new, fully integrated
project funded and in construction from Lithium 2.0…And that LAC is on sale at the same price
when SQM first bought their stake in March 2016.
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Ganfeng’s a great company, but off only 25% from $10B valuation is IMO pricing in perfect
execution of something never attempted - zero to 40kt Argentina greenfield. #BrinesAreHard. A
debt &/or convert &/or equity raise is forthcoming – the justification for consolidating 51%
control of MineraExar. China retail Momentum trading could push $1772 to further nosebleed
levels, but it would take either a massive lithium price spice (2021/22), earnings improvement,
or a further 50%+ price fall to justify re-entry for a Value or GARP investor.
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Much as I believe in the long-term lithium thematic, as I have for 10 years, the trading
performance of lithium shares demonstrate that the ‘nuanced,’ ‘specialty chemical narrative’ is
a distraction/waste of time. The velocitility of even the Big 4 stocks - ALB, SQM, LTHM and
Ganfeng - demonstrate lithium shares are less ‘investments’ than ‘commodity trades’ even if
with a 3, 5 or 10-year view. Volatile earnings; projects over-budget, late and low capacity
utilization; high sustaining capex; no forwards market/hedging mechanisms; long-term contract
floors built on quicksand.
It is risky to continue to believe – as I have – that 12-15X EV/EBITDA multiples that Rockwood
paid for Talison and Albemarle for Rockwood will always be there – in particular within the
context of a customer shift to volume Auto OEMs buyers struggling with their own profitability
and used to squeezing their suppliers. Unless and until the lithium Oligopoly further
consolidates and demonstrates the discipline and price leverage resulting in the same high
quality, sustainable 30%+ EBITDA margins ALB benefits from in its Bromine business, and can
grow lithium volumes in line with exciting 15-20% overall lithium demand growth, it is safer and
likely better risk/reward IMO to invest in lower EV/EBITDA multiple commodity mining houses,
like Rio Tinto, which I also bought recently, and will discuss in my next newsletter.
Waiting for the Sun
The good news is that we’re likely at the bottom of the bust, and the Lithium 3.0 boom is a
question of when, not if…And if you believe, as I do, that lithium demand will grow from 300kt
to 2m tons over the next 10 years, you’ll realize the industry needs $30B+ to buy and build
those 1.7m incremental new, battery quality tons - ~75 new hydroxide and carbonate chemical
processing plants using precursor ore, clay and brine (conventional and DLE)...And that despite
lithium’s relative abundance, credible, proven, conventional, sustainable integrated projects
are scarce, and should garner competitive tension premiums akin to two of the biggest
successes from Almost Famous Lithium 2.0 - Kidman and Wodgina.
Hello, I Love You
Piedmont Lithium (PLL: ASX/NASDAQ; USD10M net cash) - market cap 90% below what
Wesfarmers paid for 50% Mt Holland (a higher cost project with likely lower near-term cash
flow with a 10-year view) - is one of a handful of opportunities with modest risk/super-high
reward potential that keeps me excited about lithium equity investment potential in Lithium
3.0.
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Disclaimer
Lithium-ion Bull (Forest Hills) is a periodic publication, written through my advisory firm RK Equity
Advisors, LLC. In this and other Lithium-ion Bulls and the podcast Lithium-ion Rocks! I often share some
rationale for a stock in which I have some conviction – for or against – and may own directly in my own
retirement or taxable accounts. If you agree or disagree with and act on or against the rationale of
anything written in this or any other Lithium-ion Bull or Lithium-ion Rocks! podcast, that is your free
choice. But to be clear, the opinionated commentary you’re reading is not investment advice, nor
recommendation and may not be unbiased. I am not a registered investment advisor nor broker-dealer. I
may act, or may have acted in the past, as a financial advisor, or capital raiser for certain of the
companies mentioned herein and may receive, or may have received, remuneration for services from
those companies. I, RK Equity as well as their respective partners, directors, shareholders, and employees
may make purchases and/or sales of securities mentioned here-in from time to time, subject, of course,
to restricted periods in which we may possess material, non-public information. As of March 31, 2020, RK
Equity or its principals own securities in Mineral Resources, Piedmont Lithium, E3 Metals Corp,
Albermarle, Livent, Lithium Power International and Orocobre and have or have had over the past 48
months fee-paying advisory assignments with Western Lithium/Lithium Americas, CleanTeq, Millennial
Lithium, Altura Mining, E3 Metals Corp, NeoMetals, ioneer, Kidman Resources, Nemaska, Bacanora,
Lithium Power International and Piedmont Lithium. The information contained herein is not financial
advice and whether in part or in its entirety, neither constitutes an offer nor makes any recommendation
to buy or sell any securities.
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